Create different designs using **four** toothpicks. Glue your favorite design in the box! Then, use kid writing to tell us about it!
Create different designs using five toothpicks. Glue your favorite design in the box! Then, use kid writing to tell us about it!
Create different designs using six toothpicks. Glue your favorite design in the box! Then, use kid writing to tell us about it!
Create different designs using seven toothpicks. Glue your favorite design in the box! Then, use kid writing to tell us about it!
Create different designs using eight toothpicks. Glue your favorite design onto this paper! Glue your favorite design in the box! Then, use kid writing to tell us about it!
Create different designs using nine toothpicks. Glue your favorite design in the box! Then, use kid writing to tell us about it!
Create different designs using ten toothpicks. Glue your favorite design in the box! Then, use kid writing to tell us about it!